[Fluid-structure interaction analysis based on a 3D finite element model of human left ventricular].
A 3D model of heart configurations and interior structures has been constructed using Visual C++ visualization toolkit based on the Dataset of Visible Chinese Human. The finite element model of left ventricular is obtained from the heart structure model. Both ventricular wall and blood in the cavity are modeled by finite element mesh. The fluid-structure coupling of the left ventricle and blood has been constructed using an arbitrary Lagrange-Euler algorithm. Based on these models, the fluid-structure interaction of the left ventricle and blood in the filling phase is simulated. The simulation result successfully reproduced the biphasic filling flow consisting of early rapid filling and atrial contraction, which is similar to the clinical observation. This study provides a feasible method with which we can use image-based fluid-structure simulation to analyse the structure and haemodynamics properties of heart. It could be applied in heart functional investigations and clinical applications.